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Abstrat

Invariant feature extration is one of the most diÆ-

ult problems in mahine vision. Human fae detetion

and reognition have reently beome an important ap-

pliation area of omputer vision. In this paper, a novel

illumination, translation, rotation, and sale invariant

feature extration method based on Gabor �ltering is

introdued. The proposed method is suessfully ap-

plied to invariant detetion of faial features. In addi-

tion to fae detetion, the proposed theories and meth-

ods an be applied to a wide variety of objet detetion

problems.

1 Introdution

Fae reognition is an important issue in develop-

ing of seurity appliations for personal identi�ation.

Many approahes have been studied for fae reogni-

tion (e.g. [4, 9, 14, 15℄). In pratial appliations, fae

detetion/loalization is often a prior step before fae

reognition and various methods have been proposed

(e.g. [3, 8, 11, 15℄).

Reently, authors (Hamouz and Kittler) have pro-

posed a omplete framework for more general problem

of objet detetion [2, 8℄ based on detetion and om-

bination of disriminative regions. If a sale, rotation,

and translation invariant detetion of disriminative

regions an be performed and relationships between

di�erent lasses of disriminative regions of objet is

known, a detetion of an objet an be arried out.

The approah an be applied also to the detetion of

faes in images [2, 8℄. The suess and omputational

performane of the framework depend on a suessful

seletion and eÆient extration of disriminative re-

gions, e.g., fae evidenes.

In this study, responses of Gabor �lters are used to

extrat the fae evidenes from gray-sale images. The

Gabor �lter responses an be used in a translation,

sale, and orientation invariant manner and they are

very robust to small hanges of illumination and in the

presene of noise [5, 6, 7℄. The auray of the method

is evaluated with experiments on real fae images. The

proposed method performs well in the task and an be

integrated into framework desribed in [2, 8℄.
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2 Fae detetion by evidene ombina-

tion

A omplete framework for invariant objet dete-

tion based on loal features and aÆne orrespondenes

has been proposed by Hamouz et al. [2℄ and Matas et

al. [8℄. In this paper, the deteted objets are frontal

human faes and disriminative regions are salient sub-

parts, suh as nostrils and eyes. Other similar detetion

approahes, lassi�ed as bottom-up feature-based fae

detetion, have been surveyed in [15℄. The proposed

framework an be used as a front-end at fae authen-

tiation systems as shown in Fig. 1.

The framework arhiteture allows a separate de-

velopment and evaluation of di�erent sub-system solu-

tions. In this study the fous is on the �rst phase of the

fae detetion system, the evidene extration. The ev-

idene extration is a major onern for the suess of

the sub-system in Fig. 1, as it should reliably provide

the relevant information for the fae validation stage.

In partiular, 10 fae evidenes are used to represent

disriminative regions: outer eye orners (LEO,REO),

eye enters (LEC,REC), inner eye orners (LEI,REI),

nostrils (NL,NR), and mouth orners (ML,MR). The

problem of invariant detetion of the seleted features

is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Invariant extration of fae evidenes.
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Figure 1: Authentiation system.

3 Gabor features

3.1 Extration

Gabor features have been suessfully used in fae

detetion and reognition (e.g., [1, 12, 14℄). However,

often only the tolerane indued by the smooth behav-

ior of Gabor �lter responses is used as the basis for

invariane. It is true that a small tolerane is natural

phenomenon of ertain Gabor features [13℄, but also

an arbitrary level of invariane for translation, saling,

and rotation (similarity transforms) an be ahieved

utilizing Gabor �lter responses. Realizing invariane

with Gabor �lters is onsidered next.

A 2-dimensional Gabor �lter an be de�ned as
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where f is the frequeny, � orientation, and  and �

ontrol the frequeny and orientation bandwidths. The

normalized response of the Gabor �lter,  (x; y), for

image �(x; y) [5℄
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an be used to onstrut a Gabor feature at any lo-

ation (x; y) = (x
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). If several frequenies and ori-

entations of Gabor �lter are used, a feature matrix of

�lter responses at a single point an be onstruted as
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The orientation invariant similarity measure an be in-

trodued utilizing horizontal irular shifts of the fea-

ture matrix (3) [7, 12℄.

The sale invariane an be realized by notiing

that when the frequeny parameter is logarithmially

spaed,

f

k

= a

�k

f

highest

; k = f0; 1; : : :g; a > 1; (4)

saling orresponds to vertial shifts in the feature ma-

trix. The �lter matrix an be normalized to unity to

provide illumination invariane. Often only the magni-

tude parts of the omplex �lter responses are used ne-

gleting the phase information, but it should be noted

that all theorems hold also for responses ontaining

both the magnitude and the phase information.

3.2 Classi�ation

In this paper, two lassi�ers, 1-NN and SCC, are

used for lassifying the feature matries (3) represented

as a single vetor. Sine the rotation and sale in-

variant omparison of the features an be established,

standard distane funtions an be used as similarity

measures, making it possible to use elementary lassi�-

ation methods suh as the k-nearest neighbor (k-NN)

deision rule. Sine every pixel in the image is an ev-

idene onveying andidate, a on�dene measure for

the lassi�er output is neessary to eliminate false hy-

potheses. For the 1-NN lassi�er, the distane to the

losest stored example is used as the on�dene value.

However, an assumption is made that the probabilities

of the evidene lasses are represented by mixtures of

Gaussians in the feature spae, and thus, more sophis-

tiated methods an be applied.

A new lustering based lassi�er, referred to as sub-

luster lassi�er (SCC), was developed espeially for

this appliation. The training of the lassi�er onsists

of the following steps: 1) luster sample feature vetors

using the -means algorithm, 2) for eah luster, esti-

mate the number of vetors belonging to eah lass, 3)

identify the lusters that onsist mostly of vetors of a

same lass, 4) using these lusters, assign eah vetor

to the losest luster of the same lass, and 5) alulate

the means and ovarianes for the lusters derived in

the previous step.

The resulting model an be used to lassify un-

known �lter outputs based on their Mahalanobis dis-

tane from the respetive lusters, whih also provides

the assoiated on�dene measure. The parameters of

the method are the number of lusters and the propor-

tion of samples from a single lass that a luster must

ontain in order to be aepted at step 3.

4 Experiments

In this study, only �ve separate lasses of fae fea-

tures were distinguished (see Fig. 2): C1 (LEO, REO);

C2 (LEC, REC); C3 (LEI, REI); C4 (NL, NR); C5

(ML, MR). Experiments were onduted using the

XM2VTS fae database onsisting of 600 training im-

ages and 560 test images of size 576� 720 [10℄. Now,

the bene�ts of invariant measures and the e�et of a

lassi�er are examined �rst by evidene lassi�ation

experiments. Then, the evidene extration apability

and the e�et of the phase information are evaluated.



Table 1: Classi�ation auraies for 1-NN and SCC lassi�ers.

Image manipulation None Rotating Rotating Saling Saling

Applied invariane None None Rotation None Sale

1-NN 76% 54% 64% 51% 62%

SCC 74% 52% 58% 49% 61%

4.1 Evidene lassi�ation

The disriminatory power and invariane apability

of the proposed features were assessed in the �rst ex-

periment. The feature matrix was generated at man-

ually labeled feature loations of normalized training

images. The features in the test set images were lassi-

�ed in three di�erent poses, normalized pose, random

rotation (0

Æ

� 45

Æ

), and random saling (1:0��2:0�).

A 4�4 feature matrix of �lter magnitudes was used. 4

di�erent frequenies f

0

orresponding to wavelengths

of 4, 8, 16, and 32 pixels, and 4 equally spaed ori-

entations were seleted with �lter bandwidth orre-

sponding to  = 1; � = 1. 1 sale shift (reognition

in normal and double sale) and 3 (maximum for 4

orientations) orientation shifts were used. While 1-

NN deision rule performs little better (Table 1), its

omputational omplexity is notably higher than the

proposed SCC sheme, so SCC is not an optimal las-

si�er for the data. More importantly, the results show

that ompared to natural tolerane (seond and fourth

olumn of Table 1), applied invariane (third and �fth

olumns) improves lassi�ation auray.

4.2 Evidene extration

Without a proper on�dene measure all points an

be lassi�ed, but the points annot be ordered to treat

the most probable andidates �rst. It was found out

that the on�dene measure for 1-NN works slowly and

somewhat unreliably. For that reason, only the SCC

lassi�er was used to extrat fae feature evidenes.

For suessful fae instane validation in the next

proessing step (see Fig. 1), at least three orret evi-

denes must be extrated within a distane of 5 pixels.

As a performane measure for the proposed method,

the number of point sets (one point from eah lass)

required for validation was used. Using only the mag-

nitude of the �lter responses, the SCC lassi�er su-

eeded in 521 images and failed in 39 (after extration

of 200 point sets). Examples of suessful and unsu-

essful extration are shown in Fig. 3. It should be

noted that faulty points in the low ontrast bakground

are due to illumination invariane and an be avoided

by seleting some minimum ontrast.

The experiment was onduted using also the phase

information. With phase information the method su-

eeded with 542 images and failed only with 18 images.

Still, the most important improvement an be seen

in Fig. 4 where histograms of the number of extra-

tions needed for fae detetion are shown. Clearly, the

phase information improves the method signi�antly.

For most ases, only one set of points was required to

obtain the 3 neessary evidenes (see Fig. 4(b)).
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Figure 3: 10 Best evidene andidates for eah evidene

lasses (C1-C5) extrated from images.
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(b) Magnitude and phase information.

Figure 4: Number of point sets extrated for suessful detetion.

5 Conlusions

A novel method for extrating loal disriminative

features was proposed. The method an be used in ob-

jet detetion, e.g., in fae detetion as demonstrated

in this study. The method is based on Gabor �lter fea-

tures, invariant treatment of the feature matrix, and a

lustering based lassi�er. In order to detet faes a-

ording to [2, 8℄ at least 3 di�erent loal features have

to be orretly deteted. Using the omplex informa-

tion, the proposed method sueeded in 97% of ases.

In addition, experiments pointed out the signi�ane

of phase information for aurate evidene extration.

Further experiments with more omplex faial im-

ages are needed to stress the relevane of phase infor-

mation. Two interesting problems to asses in further

studies are automati seletion of evidenes and syn-

thesis of a better lassi�er based on studies on Gaussian

mixture models. In the future the proposed method

will be integrated into the system proposed in [2, 8℄ to

reate a omplete fae authentiation appliation.
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